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MEMORANDUM 


TO:         Marijuana Control Board DATE: Monday, March 22, 2021 


FROM: James Hoelscher, Enforcement Supervisor RE: Distributing Marijuana – 3 AAC 306.500 


Enforcement was approached and asked if a product manufacturing could receive bulk marijuana 
from a cultivator, repackage and distribute to marijuana retail stores. The question was brought 
about because of an operating plan change. The licensee is not manufacturing a product or 
concentrate and would be repackaging and labeling bulk marijuana that is unadulterated. 
 
Enforcement reviewed and responded to the request and informed licensing that this would not 
conform to multiple regulations in 3 AAC 306: 
 


3 AAC 306.345. Packaging and labeling 
(a) A retail marijuana store shall assure that 
(1) marijuana sold on its licensed premises is packaged and labeled in compliance 
with 3 AAC 306.470 and 3 AAC 306.475; 


 
3 AAC 306.470. Packaging of marijuana 


(a) A marijuana cultivation facility shall package its marijuana bud and flower for sale 
(1) to a retail marijuana store, either 


(A) in a package not exceeding one ounce for resale to consumers 
without additional handling by the retail marijuana store except to add 
the retail marijuana store's own 


(i) identifying name or logo; and 
(ii) license number; or 


(B) in a wholesale package not exceeding 10 pounds for repackaging 
by the retail marijuana store; or 


(2) to a marijuana product manufacturing facility in a wholesale package 
(A) not exceeding 10 pounds; and 
(B) consisting of a single strain or a mixture of strains as identified on 
the label. 
 


3 AAC 306.505. Marijuana product manufacturing facility privileges 
(a) Except as provided in 3 AAC 306.515, a licensed marijuana product manufacturing 
facility, including a marijuana concentrate manufacturing facility, is authorized to 


(1) purchase marijuana from a marijuana cultivation facility or from another 
marijuana product manufacturing facility; 







 


     


 
(2) extract marijuana concentrate in compliance with 
3AAC 306.555; 
(3) manufacture, refine, process, cook, package, label, and store marijuana 
products approved under 3 AAC 306.525, including 


(A) marijuana concentrate; or 
(B) any product intended for consumption or use on the body that is 
comprised of marijuana and other ingredients, including edible 
products, ointments, salves, patches, or tinctures; 


(4) sell, distribute, or deliver marijuana extract or any marijuana product 
only to a licensed retail marijuana store or to another licensed marijuana 
product manufacturing facility; 
(5) provide and transport samples of marijuana concentrate or other marijuana 
product to a licensed marijuana testing facility for testing; 
(6) provide a sample of marijuana concentrate or a marijuana product 
approved under 3 AAC 306.525 to a licensed retail marijuana store for the 
purpose of negotiating a sale; 
(7) store inventory in a restricted access area on the licensed premises as 
provided in 3 AAC 306.535; 
(8) transport marijuana in compliance with 3 AAC 306.750; 


 
3 AAC 306.510. Acts prohibited at marijuana product manufacturing facility 


(a) A licensed marijuana product manufacturing facility, including a licensed marijuana 
concentrate manufacturing facility, may not 


(1) sell, deliver, distribute, or transfer marijuana, marijuana concentrate, or a 
marijuana product directly to a consumer, with or without compensation; 
(2) sell marijuana, marijuana concentrate, or a marijuana product that is 
not manufactured, packaged, and labeled in compliance with 3 AAC 
306.500 - 3 AAC 306.570; 


 
3 AAC 306.515. Marijuana concentrate manufacturing facility license 


A licensed marijuana concentrate manufacturing facility has the privileges set out in  
3 AAC 306.505, except that it may not 


(1) manufacture, refine, process, cook, package, label, or store any marijuana 
product other than marijuana concentrate; 
(2) sell, distribute, or deliver a marijuana product other than marijuana 
concentrate to a retail marijuana store or to another marijuana product 
manufacturing facility; 


 
3 AAC 306.565. Packaging of marijuana products 


 
3 AAC 306.570. Labeling of marijuana products 


 
3 AAC 306.990. Definitions 


(25) “marijuana" has the meaning given in AS 17.38.900; 
 (27) “marijuana infused product" 
(A) means a product that contains marijuana or marijuana concentrate and 
is intended for human use; 
(B) does not include bud and flower marijuana; 


 
 
 







 


     


 
 
 
All the packaging requirements for a manufacturing license only references “marijuana products”, 
bulk marijuana is not referenced in these regulations, this is further reinforced by the titles of the 
regulations are specific to marijuana products. We have separate definitions for marijuana and 
marijuana products, in which it is very specific that marijuana products do not include bud and flower 
marijuana. 
 
Enforcement has looked at the totality of these regulations and has interpreted them to as a Product 
Manufacturer is not permitted to repackage any bulk marijuana, that has not been manufactured into 
a product or concentrate, for distribution to a retail store. 
 
Enforcement has also taken into consideration the boards previous direction of concerns for any 
cross contamination of marijuana and/or marijuana products being held for transport to another 
facility. 
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 MEMORANDUM 


Enlighten Extracts, a Marijuana Product Manufacturing Facility is requesting approval of its updated operating 
plan. Summary of changes are outlined on page 2 of MJ-15 form.  


The Licensee is requesting to "purchase marijuana or marijuana products in bulk from other licensed facilities  
and then re-packaged the bulk marijuana or marijuana products into appropriate unit sizes for direct consumer 
 sale in accordance with either the transferring licensed facility's operating plan..." 


The licensee is not manufacturing a product by repackaging and labeling bulk marijuana. The privileges and acts 
 prohibited for a product manufacturing license are listed out in Alaska Administrative Code: 3 AAC Article 5. 


3 AAC §§ 306.505, 515, 565 and 570 are listed below and they do not include packaging, labeling or sale of bulk 
marijuana by a product manufacturing facility to a retail store or for direct consumer sales.  


1. 3 AAC 306.505 (3)(B) lists product manufacturing facilities privileges
a. 1.They may package, label and store marijuana products, and product intended for


consumption or use on the body that is comprised of marijuana and other ingredients.
i. The regulation does not specifically grant privileges to licensees to package,


label, and store bulk marijuana specifically, only marijuana product and
marijuana mixed with other ingredients.


2. 3 AAC 306.505 (4) lists that product manufacturing facilities privileges
a. They may sell, distribute or deliver marijuana extract or any marijuana product only to a


licensed retail marijuana store or to another licensed marijuana product manufacturing
facility.


i. This regulation does not specifically grant privileges to sell distribute or deliver bulk
marijuana to a licensed retail store or other product manufacturing facility, only
extract and product.


3. 3 AAC 306.515(2) lists privileges set forth for concentrate manufacturing facilities.
a. They may not sell, distribute, or deliver a marijuana product other than concentrate to a


retail store or other product manufacturing facility.
i. The regulation does not grant privileges to licensees to sell, distribute, or deliver


a marijuana product other than marijuana concentrate to a retail marijuana store
or to another marijuana product manufacturing facility.







4. 3 AAC 306.565(c) lists packaging requirements for product manufacturing facilities.
a. A licensed marijuana product manufacturing facility may transfer marijuana concentrates


in wholesale packages not to exceed 10 pounds to another licensed marijuana
product manufacturing facility or a licensed retail


i. The regulation does not mention bulk marijuana


5. 3 AAC 306.570- lists label requirements for product manufacturing facility.
a. Labeling requirements list “marijuana products” specifically.
b. Discusses, edibles, concentrates and products, specifically in a,b,c (regulations


listed above) but does not authorize the distribution of bulk marijuana.


Enforcement Opinion:


See attached memo from Chief Hoelscher, Enforcement Supervisor


Licensing Opinion:


The licensee is requesting to repackage and label bulk marijuana for sale to retail establishments as 
explained above. It is the opinion of staff that regulations currently prohibit this action. 


However Licensing staff believes this situation is not unique and should be addressed as a regulations 
project to allow cultivation licensees a more streamlined process from seed to sale, especially as the 
marijuana industry grows and federal legalization begins. A "Distributors" license, for example, would 
allow cultivators, especially off-road system facilities, to have their products delivered to the distributor 
in bulk, packaged there and sent to retail for sale; thereby lowering overall travel and packaging costs. 
This would allow for the legal and properly regulated distribution of marijuana and marijuana products 
within the state while promoting  local economy and public safety by allowing fewer opportunities for a 
diversion of marijuana or marijuana product. 


Another project that would go hand-in-hand with a Distributors license would be to support the 
regulation of importation and exportation of marijuana and marijuana products, since the residency 
requirement for ownership in a marijuana license will be moot upon federal legalization, and regulation 
of importation and exportation could prevent or at least control the number of out of state companies, 
marijuana  and marijuana products coming to Alaska.


Staff requests the Board to provide guidance in this situation and the consideration of this MJ-15.


Randi Baker, Occupational Licensing Examiner; Carrie Craig, Records and Licensing Supervisor and 
James Hoelscher, Enforcement Supervisor all contributed to the creation of this memo.











